About Elevate Blue
Elevate Blue is a startup studio on the north shore of Lake Tahoe. We invest heavily in entrepreneurs and engineers, creating a highly unique tech scene high up in the Sierra Mountains, but with incredibly close proximity to Silicon Valley. Our CEOs and engineers have the best of both worlds - a picture-perfect setting on one of the purest lakes in the world, plus regular trips to Silicon Valley for education, meet-ups and social events. We take tech ideas from ideation through deployment, and assist in fundraising so the dream can flourish and grow.

About the Internship
We are looking for an incredibly smart developer that truly wants to push their craft forward and get exposed to building highly visible, highly scalable web applications. This individual will be a key member of the team and elevate their skills higher than in your typical internship. The intern will contribute production level code, and will have quite an extensive GitHub repository after the completion of this internship.

***Note: This position is in Incline Village***

Qualifications
- Care deeply about clean and functional code
- Creative problem solver: scrappy, ingenious, and relentless in solving extremely complex problems
- Want to learn as much as possible from experienced engineers & gain exposure to the latest and greatest languages & technologies including node.js, angular.js, MongoDB, and Ruby on Rails
- Are particular about details
- Strong computer science fundamentals, hands on experience & passion in writing industrial strength code & building real life systems in Python, Javascript, HTML/CSS, Scala, Java, PHP, or RoR
- Familiarity with technologies like AngularJS, Node.js, ElasticSearch, Flask, MySQL/Postgres, Kafka, AWS/Redshift, and passion about open-source software is a plus
- Want to be a part of building the next and best technology hub in the US
- Enjoy boating, hiking, skiing, golfing, watersports, serenity
- Passionate about learning and staying up to date with the latest technologies

Internship Duties
- Assist both the Elevate Blue core engineering team as well as an assigned startup’s engineering team
- Primarily front end development, but back end with Ruby on Rails is definitely possible if the intern so desires

$12/hour for 120 hours
Spring Semester 2017
Apply by November 1st, 2016
at www.unr.edu/career